In the past several years, the speed of standard processors has reached the point where interesting problems requiring visual tracking can be carried out on standard workstations. However, relatively little attention has been devoted to developing visual tracking technology in its own right.
Introduction 2 Tracking System Design and Implementation
It has often been said that \vision is inverse graphics." X Vision embodies this analogy and carries it one step further by viewing visual tracking as inverse animation. In particular, most graphics or animation systems implement a few simple primitives, e.g., lines and arcs, and de ne more complex objects in terms of these primitives. So, for example, a polygon may be decomposed into its polyhedral faces which are further decomposed into constituent lines. Given an object-viewer relationship, these lines are projected into the screen coordinate system and displayed. A good graphics system makes de ning these types of geometric relationships simple and intuitive 15] .
X Vision provides this functionality and its converse. In addition to stating how a complex object in a particular pose or con guration is decomposed into a list of primitive features, X Vision describes how the pose or attitude is computed given the locations of those primitives. More speci cally, the system is organized around a small set of image-level primitives referred to as basic features. Each of these features is described in terms of a small set of parameters, referred to as a state vector, which completely speci es the features' positions and appearances. Complex features or objects carry their own state vectors which are computed by de ning functions or constraints on a collection of simpler state vectors. These complex features may themselves participate in the construction of yet more complex features. Conversely, given the state vector of a complex feature, constraints are imposed on the state of its constituent features and the process recurses until imagelevel primitives are reached. The image-level primitives search for features in the neighborhood of their expected locations which produces a new state vector, and the cycle repeats.
In addition to being e cient and modular, X Vision provides facilities to simplify embedding of vision into applications. In particular, X Vision incorporates data abstraction that dissociates information carried in the feature state from the tracking mechanism used to acquire it.
Image-Level Feature Tracking
The primitive feature tracking algorithms of X Vision are optimized to be both accurate and e cient on scalar processors. These goals are met largely through two important attributes of X Vision. First, any tracking primitive operates on a relatively small \region of interest" within the image. Tracking a feature means that the region of interest retains a xed, pre-de ned relationship to the feature. In X Vision, a region of interest is referred to as a window. Fundamentally, the goal of low-level processing is to process the pixels within a window using a minimal number of addressing operations, bus transfer cycles, and arithmetic operations.
The second key idea is to employ image warping to geometrically transform windows so that image features appear in a canonical con guration. Subsequent processing of the warped window can then be simpli ed by assuming the feature is in or near this canonical con guration. As a result, the image processing algorithms used in feature-tracking can focus on the problem of accurate con guration adjustment rather than general-purpose feature detection. For example, consider locating a straight edge segment with approximately known orientation within an image region. Traditional feature detection methods utilize one or more convolutions, thresholding, and feature aggregation algorithms to detect edge segments. This is followed by a matching phase which utilizes orientation, segment length, and other cues to choose the segment which corresponds to the target 5] . Because the orientation and linearity constraints appear late in the detection process, such methods spend a large amount of time performing general purpose edge detection which in 3 turn generates large amounts of data that must then be analyzed in the subsequent match phase. A more e ective approach, as described in Section 2.1.2, is to exploit these constraints at the outset by utilizing a detector tuned for straight edges.
An additional advantage to warping-based algorithms is that they separate the \change of coordinates" needed to rectify a feature from the image processing used to detect it. On one hand, the same type of coordinate transforms, e:g: , rigid transformations, occur repeatedly, so the same warping primitives can be reused. On the other hand, various types of warping can be used to normalize features so that the same accelerated image processing can be applied over and over again. For example, quadratic warping could be used to locally \straighten" a curved edge so that an optimized straight edge detection strategy can be applied.
The low-level features currently available in X Vision include solid or broken contrast edges detected using several variations on standard edge-detection, general grey-scale patterns tracked using SSD (sum-of-squared di erences) methods 3, 47] , and a variety of color and motion-based primitives used for initial detection of objects and subsequent match disambiguation 51]. The remainder of this section describes how edge-tracking and correlation-based tracking have been incorporated into X Vision. In the sequel, all reported timing gures were taken on an SGI Indy workstation equipped with a 175Mhz R4400 SC processor and an SGI VINO digitizing system. Nearly equivalent results have been obtained for a Sun Sparc 20 equipped with a 70Mhz supersparc processor and for a 120MHz Pentium microprocessor, both with standard digitizers and cameras.
Warping
In the remainder of this article, we de ne acquiring a window to be the transfer and warping of the window's pixels. The algorithms described in this article use rigid and a ne warping of rectangular image regions. The warping algorithms are based on the observation that a positive-de nite linear transformation A; can be written as a product of an upper-triangular matrix U and a rotation matrix R( ) as
The implementation of image warping mirrors this factorization. First, a rotated rectangular area is acquired using an algorithm closely related to Bresenham algorithms for fast line rendering 15]. The resulting bu er can be subsequently scaled and sheared using an optimized bilinear interpolation algorithm. The former is relatively inexpensive, requiring about 2 additions per pixel to implement. The latter is more expensive, requiring 3 multiplies and 6 additions per pixel in our implementation. The initial acquisition is also parameterized by a sampling factor, making it possible to acquire decimated images at no additional cost. The warping algorithm supports reduction of resolution by averaging neighborhoods of pixels at a cost of one addition and 1=r multiplies per pixel for reduction by a factor of r: Figure 1 shows the time consumed by the three stages of warping (rotation, scale, and resolution reduction) on various size regions, and shows the e ective time consumed for a ne warping followed by resolution reduction to three di erent scales. For the purposes of later discussion, we denote an image region acquired at time t as R(t): The region containing the entire camera image at time t is written I(t): Warping operators operate on image regions to produce new regions. We write R(t) = warp rot (I(t); d; ) to denote the acquisition of an image region centered at d = (x; y) t and rotated by : Likewise, using the de nition of U above, R 0 (t) = warp ss (R(t); U) denotes scaling the image region R(t) by s x and s y and shearing by : A ne warping is de ned as 
Edges
X Vision provides a tracking mechanism for linear edge segments of arbitrary length. The state of an edge segment consists of its position, d = (x; y) t ; and orientation, , in framebu er coordinates as well as its lter response r. Given prior state information L t = (x t ; y t ; t ; r t ) t ; we can write the feature tracking cycle for the edge state computation at time t + schematically as L t+ = L t + Edge(warp rot (I(t + ); x t ; y t ; t ); L t ):
(1) The edge tracking procedure can be divided into two stages: feature detection and state updating. In the detection stage, rotational image warping is used to acquire a window which, if the prior estimate is correct, leads to an edge which is vertical within the warped window. Detecting a straight, vertical contrast step edge can be implemented by convolving each row of the window with a derivative-based kernel, and averaging the resulting response curves by summing down the columns of the window. Finding the maximum value of this response function localizes the edge. Performance can be improved by noting that the order of the convolution and summation steps can be commuted. Thus, in an n m window, edge localization with a convolution mask of width k can be performed with just m (n+k) additions and mk multiplications. We, in fact, often use an IR lter composed of a series of ?1s, one or more 0s, and a series of +1s which can be implemented using only m (n+4) additions. We note that this is signi cantly cheaper than using, for example, steerable lters for this purpose 16].
The detection scheme described above requires orientation information to function correctly. If this information cannot be supplied from \higher-level" geometric constraints, it is estimated as follows (refer to Figure 3) . As the orientation of the acquisition window rotates relative to the edge, the response of the lter drops sharply. Thus, edge orientation can be computed by sampling at several orientations and interpolating the responses to locate the direction of maximum response. However, implementing this scheme directly would be wasteful because the acquisition windows would overlap, causing many pixels to be transferred and warped three times. To avoid this overhead, an expanded window at the predicted orientation is acquired, and the summation step is repeated three times: once along the columns, and once along two diagonal paths at a small angular o set from vertical. This e ectively approximates rotation by image shear, a well-known technique in graphics 15]. Quadratic interpolation of the maximum of the three curves is used to estimate the orientation of the underlying edge. In the ideal case, if the convolution template is symmetric and the response function after superposition is unimodal, the horizontal displacement of the edge should agree between all three lters. In practice, the estimate of edge location will be biased. For this reason, edge location is computed as the weighted average of the edge location of all three peaks.
Even though the edge detector described above is quite selective, as the edge segment moves through clutter, we can expect multiple local maxima to appear in the convolution output. This is a well-known and unavoidable problem for which many solutions have been proposed 38]. By default, X Vision declares a match if and only if a unique local maximum exists within an interval about the response value stored in the state. The match interval is chosen as a fraction of the di erence between the matched response value and its next closest response in the previous frame. This scheme makes it extremely unlikely that mistracking due to incorrect matching will occur. Such an event could happen only if some distracting edge of the correct orientation and response moved into the tracking window just as the desired edge changed response or moved out of the tracking window. The value of the threshold determines how selective the lter is. A narrow match band implicitly assumes that the edge response remains constant over time, a problem in environments with changing backgrounds. Other possibilities include matching on the brightness of the \foreground" object or matching based on nearness to an expected location passed from a higher-level object. Experimental results on line tracking using various match functions can be found in 49] .
The result of the image processing stage is to compute an o set normal to the edge orientation, t, and an orientation o set : Given these values, the geometric parameters of the edge tracker are updated according to the following equation: ? t sin( t + ) t cos( t + ) 
Because of the aperture problem, the state vector is not fully determined by information returned from feature detection. There is nothing to keep the window from moving \along" the edge that it is tracking. For this reason, the edge tracking primitive almost always participates in a composite feature that imposes additional constraints on its state (see Section 2.2). We note that edge tracking robustness can be increased by making edge segments as long Figure 2 . Close-up of tracking windows at two time points. Left, time t i , where the edge tracking algorithm has computed the correct warp parameters to make an edge appear vertical (the \setpoint"). Right, the edge acquired at time t i+1 . The warp parameters computed for t i were used to acquire the image, but the underlying edge has changed orientation. Figure 3 shows how the new orientation is computed. as possible 50]. Long segments are less likely to become completely occluded, and changes in the background tend to a ect a smaller proportion of the segment with a commensurately lower impact on the lter response. On long edge segments, speed is maintained by subsampling the window in the direction of the edge segment. Likewise, the maximum edge motion between images can be increased by subsampling in the horizontal direction. In this case, the accuracy of edge localization drops and the possibility of an ambiguous match increases. Figure 4 shows timings for simple edge tracking that were obtained during test runs. Length and width refer to the length of the tracked edge and the width of the search region normal to the edge in pixels, respectively. One interesting point is that, because superimposing the columns of the image is performed before the convolution step, processing speed is sublinear with edge length. For example, moving from 20 pixel edges to 40 pixel edges results in only a 65% increase in time. Also, tracking a 40 pixel segment at half resolution takes the same amount of time as a 20 pixel segment at full resolution because the warping operator implements decimation e ciently. Finally, if we consider tracking 20 pixel edge segments at full resolution, we see that it is possible to track up to 33:33=0:44 85 segments simultaneously at frame rate.
Region-Based Tracking
In region-based tracking, we consider matching a stored reference window to a region of the image. The reference is either a region taken from the scene itself, or a pre-supplied target template. It is assumed throughout that the surface patch corresponding to the region of interest is roughly planar and that its projection is relatively small compared to the image as a whole so that perspective e ects are minimal. Under these circumstances, the geometric distortions of a region are well modeled by an a ne transformation consisting of a 2 1 translation vector, d = (u; v) t ; and a positive de nite 2 2 matrix, A: The state vector for our region tracker includes these six geometric parameters and a residual value, r; which indicates how well the reference region and the current image region match in a least-squares sense. De ning S t = (A t ; d t ; r t ) to denote the state vector parameters at time t, the computation of the state at time t+ can be written schematically as 8 S t+ = S t + SSD(warp a (I(t + ); A t ; d t ); S t ): (3) As before, previous state information of the reference region is used to acquire and warp a prospective image region. Once this transformation is performed, computing the remaining geometric di erences between reference and the prospective regions is posed as a sum-of-squared di erences (least-squares) optimization problem similar to that of stereo matching 33]. We note that this approach to region tracking is not itself new, however previous implementations were based on computing and integrating interframe motion 48, 40] , did not operate in real-time 6, 7] , or computed a subset of the a ne parameters 37]. Our region tracking uses the initial reference region throughout the image sequence to provide a xed \setpoint" for the algorithm, and it computes up to full a ne image deformations at or near frame rate.
Let I(x; t) denote the value of the pixel at location x = (x; y) t at time t in an image sequence.
Consider a planar surface patch undergoing rigid motion observed under orthographic projection.
At time t 0 ; the surface projects to an image region R(t 0 ), subsequently referred to as the target region, with a spatial extent represented as a set of image locations, W: At some later point, t > t 0 ; the region projects to an a ne transformation of the original region. If illumination remains constant, the geometric relationship between the projections can be recovered by minimizing the following objective function: 
We now introduce the \warped image," J(x; t) = I(A t 
where rJ = (J x ; J y ) t is the warped image spatial gradient.
If the solution at t is nearly the correct one, then J(x; t) I(x; t), and hence rJ rI = (I x ; I y ) t , where I x and I y are spatial gradients of the original image. With this observation, we can simplify (9) (10) In this form, the problem can be solved by joint optimization over all six unknowns in A 0 and d 0 :
However, one di culty with computing a ne structure lies in the fact that many target regions do not have enough texture to fully determine all six geometric parameters 40]. Consider, for example, a window placed on a right-angle corner. A pure translation of the corner can be accounted for as translation, scaling or a linear combination of both. The solution implemented in X Vision is based on the observation that the image structure which determines translation and rotation is similar to that which determines scale and shear. In general, translation and rotation are much more rapidly changing parameters than are scale and shear. In ambiguous situations these parameters should be the preferred interpretation for image changes.
To implement this solution, we decompose A 0 into a di erential rotation and an upper triangular for interpreting image changes (the result being that some image perturbations result in short detours in the state space before arriving at a nal state estimate). Although less accurate than a simultaneous solution, the small amount of distortion between temporally adjacent images makes this solution method su ciently precise for most applications.
We rst solve for translation and rotation. For an image location x = (x; y) t we de ne g x (x) = I x (x; t 0 ) q w(x) (11) g y (x) = I y (x; t 0 ) q w(x) g r (x) = (y I x (x; t 0 ) ? x I y (x; t 0 )) q w(x) h 0 (x) = (J(x; t) ? I(x; t 0 )) q w(x); (12) and the linear system for computing translation and rotation is 5 : (13) Since the spatial derivatives are only computed using the original reference image, g x ; g y , and g r are constant over time, so those values and the inverse of the matrix on the left hand side of (13) can be computed o ine.
Once d and are known, the least squares residual value is computed as h 1 (x) = h 0 (x) ? g x (x)u ? g y (x)v ? g r (x) : (14) If the image distortion arises from pure translation and no noise is present, then we expect that h 1 (x) = 0 after this step. Any remaining residual can be attributed to geometric distortions in the second group of parameters, linearization error or noise. To recover scale changes and shear, we de ne for an image location x = (x; y) t g sx (x) = x g x (x); (15) g sy (x) = y g y (x); g (x) = y g x (x); (16) and the linear system for computing scaling and shear parameters is g sx g sx g sx g sy g sx g g sy g sx g sy g sy g sy g g g sx g g sy g g is stored as the match value of the state vector. One potential problem with this approach is that the brightness and contrast of the target are unlikely to remain constant which may bias the results of the optimization. The solution is to normalize images to have zero rst moment and unit second moment. We note that with these modi cations, solving (4) for rigid motions (translation and rotation) is equivalent to maximizing normalized correlation 24]. Extensions to the SSD-based region tracking paradigm for more complex lighting models can be found in 21].
Another problem is that the image gradients are only locally valid. In order to guarantee tracking of motions larger than a fraction of a pixel, these calculations must be carried out at varying levels of resolution. For this reason, a software reduction of resolution is carried out at the time of window acquisition. All of the above calculations except for image scaling are computed at the reduced resolution, and the estimated motion values are appropriately rescaled. The tracking algorithm changes the resolution adaptively based on image motion. If the computed motion value for either component of d 0 exceeds 0:25; the resolution for the subsequent step is halved. If the interframe motion is less than 0:1, the resolution is doubled. This leads to a fast algorithm for tracking fast motions and a slower but more accurate algorithm for tracking slower motions.
If we consider the complexity of tracking in terms of arithmetic operations on pixels (asymptotically, these calculations dominate the other operations needed to solve the linear system) we see that there is a xed overhead of one di erence and multiply to compute h 0 : Each parameter consumes a multiply and addition per pixel per parameter value. In addition to parameter estimation, the initial brightness and contrast compensation consume three additions two multiplies per pixel. Thus, to compute the algorithm at a resolution d requires 15=d 2 multiplies and 1 + 16=d 2 additions per pixel (neglecting warping costs). It is interesting to note that at a reduction factor of d = 4; the algorithm compares favorably with edge detection on comparable sized regions.
To get a sense of the time consumed by these operations, several test cases are shown in Figure 5 . The rst row shows the time needed to track rigid motions (translation and rotation) and the second shows the time taken for tracking with full a ne deformations. The times include both warping and parameter estimation; the times given in Figure 1 can be subtracted to determine the time needed to estimate parameter values. In particular, it is important to note that, because the time consumed by a ne warping is nearly constant with respect to resolution, parameter estimation tends to dominate the computation for half and full resolution tracking, while image warping tends to dominate the computation for lower resolution tracking. With the exception of 100 100 images at half resolution, all updates require less than one frame time (33:33 ms.) to compute. Comparing with Figure 4 , we observe that the time needed to track a 40 40 region at one-fourth resolution is nearly equivalent to that needed to track a comparably-sized edge segment as expected from the complexity analysis given above.
To get a sense of the e ectiveness of a ne tracking, Figure 6 shows several images of a box as a 100 100 region on its surface was tracked at one-fourth resolution. The lower series of images is the warped image which is the input to the SSD updating algorithm. We see that except for minor variations, the warped images are identical despite the radically di erent poses of the box.
Networks of Features
One goal of X Vision is to make it simple to quickly prototype tracking systems from existing components, and then to add application-speci c constraints quickly and cleanly. This is accomplished by extending the state-based representation used in image-level features with additional infrastructure to support hierarchical imposition of geometric and physical constraints on feature evolution.
More speci cally, we de ne composite features to be features that compute their state from other basic and composite features. We allow two types of feature composition. In the rst case, information ow is purely \bottom-up." Features are combined solely to compute information from their state vectors without altering their tracking behavior. For example, given two point features it may be desirable to present them as the line feature passing through both. A feature (henceforth, feature refers to both basic and composite features) can participate in any number of such constructions. In the second case, the point of performing feature composition is to exploit higher level geometric constraints in tracking as well as to compute a new state vector. In this case, information ows both upward and downward.
We further de ne a feature network to be a set of nodes connected by arcs directed either upward or downward (a feature and its subsidiary feature can be linked in both directions). Nodes represent features, and links represent the information dependency between a composite feature and the features used to compute its state. To implement these functions, we associate a state-computation procedure with the incoming links to a node, and a constraint-propagation procedure with the outgoing links.
A complete feature tracking cycle consists of: 1) traversing the downward links from each toplevel node by executing the associated constraint-propagation procedure until basic features are reached; 2) performing low-level detection in every basic feature; and 3) traversing the upward links of the graph by executing the state-computation procedure of each node. State prediction can be added to this cycle by including it in the downward constraint propagation phase. Thus, a feature tracking system is completely characterized by the topology of the network, the identity of the basic features, and the state computation and constraint propagation functions for each non-basic feature node.
A concrete example is a feature tracker for the intersection of two non-collinear contours. This composite feature has a state vector C = (x; y; ; ) T describing the position of the intersection point, the orientation of one contour, and the orientation di erence between the two contours. The tracking cycle for this system starts by using prior predictions of corner state to impose the constraints of (20) downward. Image-level feature detection is then performed, and nally information is propagated upward by computing (21) .
Composite features that have been implemented within this scheme range from simple edge intersections as described above, to snake-like contour tracking 49], to three-dimensional modelbased tracking using pose estimation 32], as well as a variety of more specialized object trackers, some of which are described in Section 3.
Feature Typing
In order to make feature composition simpler and more generic, we have included polymorphic type support in the tracking system. Each feature, basic or composite, carries a type. This type identi es the geometric or physical information contained in the state vector of the feature. For example, there are point features which carry location information and line features which carry orientation information.
Any composite feature can specify the type of its subsidiary features and can itself carry a type. In this way, the construction becomes independent of a manner with which its subsidiary nodes compute information. So, for example, a line feature can be constructed from two point features by computing the line that passes through the features and a point feature can be computed by intersecting two line features. An instance of the intersection-based point feature can be instantiated either from edges detected in images or line features that are themselves computed from point features.
Applications
We have used X Vision for several purposes including hand-eye coordination 19, 20, 22], a posebased object tracking system 32], a robust face-tracking system 51], a gesture-based drawing program, a six degree-of-freedom mouse 52], and a variety of small video games. In this section, we describe some applications of X Vision which illustrate how the tools it provides|particularly image warping, image subsampling, constraint propagation, and typing|can be used to quickly prototype fast and e ective tracking systems. 
Pure Tracking Applications
Edge-Based Disk Tracking One important application for any tracking system is model-based tracking of objects for applications such as hand-eye coordination or virtual reality. While a generic model-based tracker for three-dimensional objects for this system can be constructed 32], X Vision makes it possible to gain additional speed and robustness by customizing the tracking loop using object-speci c geometric information. On example of this customization process is the development of a tracker for rectangular oppy disks that we use as test objects in our hand-eye experiments (described below). Given the available tools, the most straightforward rectangle tracker is a composite tracker which tracks four corners, which in turn are composite trackers which track two lines each as described in Section 2.1.2. No additional constraints are imposed on the corners. This method, while simple to implement, has two obvious disadvantages First, in order to track quickly, only a small region of the occluding contour of the disk near the corners is processed. This makes them prone to mistracking through chance occlusion and background distractions. Second, each of the line computations is independently computing orientation from image information, making the tracking relatively slow. The rst problem is handled by increasing the e ective length of the edge trackers by operating them on subsampled windows. The second problem is solved by adding additional constraints to the system. The composite feature for the rectangle computes the orientation of the lines joining the corners and passes this information down to the image-level edge trackers. The edge trackers then do not need to compute orientation from image information. The net e ect of these two changes is to create a highly constrained snake-like contour tracker 29]. Figure 7 contains some timing and accuracy statistics for the resulting algorithm. It shows that there is little or no loss of precision in determining the location of the corners with reasonable sampling rates. At the same time, we see a 10% to 20% speedup by not computing line orientations at the image level and a nearly linear speedup with image subsampling level.
Region-Based Face Tracking A frontal view of a human face is su ciently planar to be successfully tracked as a single SSD region. Figure 8 shows several image pairs illustrating poses of a face and the warped image resulting from tracking. Despite the fact that the face is nonplanar, resulting for example in a stretching of the nose as the face is turned, the tracking is quite Figure 8 . Above several images of the a face and below the corresponding warped images used by the tracking system. e ective. However, tracking a face as a single region requires a ne warping over a relatively large region which is somewhat slow (about 40 milliseconds per iteration). It can be confused if the face undergoes distortions which cannot be easily captured by a ne deformation, and it is sensitive to lighting variations and shadowing. Also, many areas of the face contain no strong gradients, thus contributing little to the state computation. Figure 9 shows the structure of a more specialized tracking arrangement that uses SSD trackers at the regions of highest contrast | the eyes and mouth. The result is a gain in performance as well as the ability to recognize isolated changes in the underlying features. For each of the eyes and the mouth, a MultiSSD composite tracker performs an SSD computation for multiple reference images. The state of the MultiSSD tracker is computed to be the state of the tracker with the best match value and the numeric identity of this tracker. The constraint function copies this state back down to the component SSD trackers, forcing \losing" SSD trackers follow the \winner." In e ect, the MultiSSD feature is a tracker with an n-ary switch. requires less than 10 milliseconds per iteration without graphics.
An Embedded Application
As an illustration of the use of X Vision embedded within a larger system, we describe some results of using X Vision within a hand-eye coordination system 20, 22, 53] . The system relies on imagelevel feedback from two cameras to control the relative pose between an object held in a robot end-e ector and a static object in the environment.
The typing capabilities of X Vision make it possible to abstract the function of the hand-eye coordination primitives from their visual inputs. The hand-eye system implements a set of primitive skills which are vision-based regulators for attaining a particular geometric constraint between the pose of a robot-held object and a target object. These skills are de ned on corresponding features tracked simultaneously in two cameras. For example, two primitive skills are point-to-point positioning of the robot end-e ector based on tracking point features, and point-to-line positioning of the end-e ector using point and line features. Using X Vision's typing scheme, these feedback methods can be implemented in terms of feature type, and used with a variety of application-speci c tracking con gurations without change. For example, positioning or orienting the robot in a plane is practically useful for systems which use a table or other level surface as a work-space. In order to relate task coordinates to image coordinates, a planar invariant employing cross-ratios can be used 35]. This construction is implemented as a composite feature composed of several corner trackers. However, it is typed as a point feature, so it can be coupled directly with a point positioning skill in order to perform planar positioning as shown in Figure 11 (right).
It can be shown that the accuracy of primitive skills depends only on the accuracy of feature location in the image 20]. Hence, the physical accuracy of hand-eye experiments can be used to directly determine the accuracy of our feature localization algorithms. We have performed several hundred point-to-point positioning experiments with a camera baseline of approximately 30cm at distances of 80 to 100cm. Accuracy is typically within a millimeter of position. For example, Figure 11 (left) shows the accuracy achieved when attempting to touch the corners of two oppy disks. For reference, the width of the disks is 2:5mm. Simple calculations show that positioning accuracy of a millimeter at one meter of depth with a baseline of 30cm using the physical parameters of our cameras yields a corner localization accuracy of 0:15 pixels.
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LINE LINE LINE Figure 12 . Left, the network of the screw tracker. Right, the system in operation.
Primitive skills are often combined to form more complex kinematic constraints. For example, two point-to-line constraints de ne a colinearity constraint useful for alignment. Figure 12 (right) shows an example of a problem requiring alignment|placing a screwdriver onto a screw. The diagram to the left summarizes the tracker for the screw. Computations of state based on the sides of the screw in both cameras allow the screw's central axis to be tracked. In addition, the head of the screw is tracked by two short line trackers.
For the purposes of hand-eye coordination, the screw tracker is augmented with two composite features which compute the intersection point of the central axis with each of the short line segments. These point features are used as input the visual servoing algorithm. This is a common use of such geometric constructions | to extract information from an object tracker which has its own internal structure and constraints.
Conclusions
We have presented the X Vision system for exible, e cient visual tracking. The main features of this system are the strong use of image warping, highly optimized low-level tracking methods, and a simple notion of feature combination. Our experience has shown that X Vision makes the use of visual tracking in applications cheap, simple, and even fun. Beginning users tend to become pro cient after a short \startup" period. Experts can easily develop and debug complex applications in a few hours' time. The modularity of the system has also made it an ideal framework for comparative studies. It is straightforward to add new tracking primitives to the system and benchmark them against existing methods on real images or on canned sequences.
This paradigm for visual tracking suggests a number of interesting questions and research directions. For example, it suggests that an extremely e ective but exible architecture for visual tracking may be hardware assisted warping, already available on many graphics workstations, combined with software-based tracking and state propagation methods. At a more abstract level, X Vision is strongly based on the notion of images as dynamical objects. Not surprisingly, the state computation and propagation cycle it uses is closely related to that found in estimation and feedback algorithms studied in systems theory. The use of systems design models and concepts to develop accurate prediction and estimation techniques for the X Vision framework is an area we are currently actively pursuing. Another related problem is that of partial and full occlusion, and target reacquisition. In recent work, we have begun to developed methods more robust to occlusion and distraction 21, 49] , and techniques for automatic target localization and initialization 51].
X Vision is on ongoing software development project, versions of which are freely available. Information on the current version is can be found at http://www.cs.yale.edu/HTML/YALE/CS/AI/VisionRobotics/YaleAI.html . 
A Programming Environment
Just as graphics systems are amenable to object-oriented techniques, we have found that objectoriented programming is well-suited to tracking systems. The use of object-oriented methods allows us to hide the details of how speci c methods are implemented and to interact with the system through a pre-speci ed set of generic interfaces. Modularization through object-oriented programming also makes it easy to conceptualize the distinct stages of multi-level tracking. The application of high-level constraints should not require an overhaul of low-level procedures, nor should low-level implementation a ect the overall framework provided by higher level algorithms. Finally, such modularization also enhances the portability of the system.
We have constructed X Vision as a set of classes in C++. Brie y, all features are derived from a base class called BasicFeature. Basic features are directly derived from this class, and are characterized by their state vector, and functions which compute state information and display the feature graphically. There are two types of composite feature which are also derived from BasicFeature. CompFeature describes a composite feature which has both upward and downward links. FeatureGroup is a composite feature with only upward links|that is, it does not impose any constraints on its subsidiary features. Any feature may participate in only one CompFeature, but many FeatureGroup's.
Both CompFeature and FeatureGroup maintain and manage an internal queue of their subsidiary features. Information is propagated up and down the feature network using two functions: compute state which computes a composite feature's state from the state of its subsidiary nodes, and state propagate that adjusts the state of a subsidiary nodes based on the state of their supersidiary node. The default update cycle for a CompFeature is to call its own state propagate function, to call the update function of the children, and then to call compute state. A FeatureGroup is similar, except there is no state propagate function. The tracking cycle is combined into a single function track() callable only from a top-level feature. Calling it sweeps information down the network to the set of basic features, updates of the state of all basic features, and sweeps updated state information back up the network.
We have found that this programming environment greatly facilitates the development of tracking applications, and leads to clear compact program semantics. As an example, consider a simple program to locate and track the corners of the disk shown in Figure 14 using the ducial marks located near one edge. After picking a video device and edge pattern to track, the remainder of the code locates the specialized target, uses it as a basis to nd the horizontal line, searches along the line to nd the speci ed corners, and then goes into a basic tracking cycle to which other user code can be added. Naturally, any other user code impacts the speed of tracking and so must be limited to operations that can be performed in a small fraction of a second. In most of our applications, this is a feedback control computation, or a broadcast of information to another processor.
